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Source: Elden Ring Website [03] Elden Ring Original Sound Track
Available in Europe Sony Music Japan and JAST USA announce the

European release of the original soundtrack for the Blood Omen Legend
of Arc 2: Throne of Darkness on February 28, 2015 on CD and vinyl. [04]

Valentine’s Day Special: 5% Bonus EXP for Chosen Customers!
Valentine’s Day is coming soon, so to celebrate, Darkmoon Faire will be

handing out an extra 5% bonus EXP every day on Feb. 14th. Happy
Valentine’s Day to everyone! For more info about Eradication Line,

please visit: www.theraine.co.uk/eradicationline/
www.facebook.com/EradicationLineGame

www.twitter.com/EradicationLigne For more info about BSL, please visit:
www.theraine.co.uk/bslgame/ www.facebook.com/bslgame/

www.twitter.com/Bulkan_Stones For more info about this game, please
visit: www.theraine.co.uk/bloodomengame/ This post was made on

behalf of EDGE GAMES. This notice was posted to remember that Blood
Omen: Legend of Arc will be discontinued. Source: EDGE GAMES Website
[05] New BSL Screenshots Released Source: EDGE GAMES Website [06]

Snow’s Devlog for BSL Source: EDGE GAMES Website [07] Update on
Blood Omen: Legend of Arc Source: TIGA Website [08] BSL Title Update:
Approaching the Final Stage of Testing Source: EDGE GAMES Website

[09] BSL on Steam Greenlight Source: EDGE GAMES Website [10] EDGE
Games Acquires BSL from SEGA Source: EDGE GAMES Website [11] New
BSL Screenshots Released Source: EDGE GAMES Website [12] New BSL
Screenshots Released Source: EDGE GAMES Website [13] BSL on Steam

Greenlight Source: EDGE GAMES Website [14] B

Features Key:
A Massive Action Adventure Which Includes Hundreds of

Enemies.

There are hundreds of unique and opponents across open plains
and dungeons that are carefully designed so that you can enjoy
several replay opportunities.
Experience an intense battle through the full use of the charge,
super charge, and Magic, where your determination and cunning
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play a large part in winning the battle.
There are many diverse types of bosses, such as the Knight King,
Otters, Pegasus Knights, Fire Watchers, and the Amazon
Mermaid. They all have their own personality and damage
patterns and make each fight a challenge, even if you have
experienced them before.
The boss attack variety is large in addition to the ability for ninja
skills, Magic, a great sword, a powerful bow, and supernatural
abilities to help you win, while there are opportunities to obtain
new weapons and new Magic and effects that are added after the
launch.

The Simple but Old-style Dungeon Crawler RPG.

Play a role as a common adventurer that is usually an excellent
sword fighter.
In addition to collecting treasure and meeting new people, you
can enjoy the simple but old-style dungeon crawler RPG through
exploration and battles.
RPG elements such as advancement in skills, equipment
upgrade, and a large variety of battle points, as well as the
introduction of over 100 companions, are all deeply integrated.
You can choose the applicable system with a high-level
companion to explore dungeons to increase your experience
points and upgrade your equipment, not to mention the potential
to increase the attack power of your companions.
Along the way to enhancing your character, play quests, talk to
NPCs, and discover secrets to experience the true Elden Ring
adventure.

Deep Playability.

In addition to many diverse monsters that exist, in it, monster
attacks, defense, and resistances are introduced not only to have
a high degree of risk and be challenge, but also for repeated play
that allows you to slowly and lightly improve your strategy, into
complicated play that can be easily understood by the general
public.
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